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Abstract: The main cable shape control confronts new challenges when a suspension bridge’s span
exceeds two kilometers. As a suspension bridge’s primary load-bearing component, it is difficult
to alter the alignment once the erection is completed. Hence, the accurate calculation and control
of the main cable shape has significant scientific research value from various aspects. This paper
systematically reviews the research progress of the suspension bridge’s main cable shape control
technology. The current research progress is introduced from three aspects of main cable shape-
finding, construction control technology, and control analysis, and both the current shortcomings and
future research directions are summarized. This review paper is expected to be a solid reference for
investigators and experts in this crucial field of structural engineering.
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1. Introduction

Suspension bridges play a vital role in modern bridge structures, with their good
structural performance, huge spanning capacity, and beautiful shape. The progress of
modern calculation theory [1], high-strength materials [2], computer technology [3],
and construction methods [4,5] has made the suspension bridge develop rapidly, and
the maximum span record has been repeatedly updated. In 2022, the completion of
the Canakkale 1915 Bridge [6] in Turkey marked that the suspension bridge’s span
has entered the era of two kilometers. The Zhang Jinggao Yangtze River Bridge, now
under construction in China, will continue to refresh the suspension bridge’s record
for the longest span, with a main span of 2300 m. The bridge construction is gradually
expanding to important sea-crossing channels and deep mountain canyons, where the
construction conditions are more complex, and the span and scale of the bridge are
larger. Undoubtedly, new challenges are put forward to the structural design method,
construction method, and control technology, mainly manifested in (1) a large span and
a more prominent structural nonlinearity [7,8], (2) a longer construction period and
more complex construction method [9,10], and (3) greater sensitivity to environmental
factors and construction errors [11]. The main cable’s shape has a direct bearing on a
long-span suspension bridge’s safety and appearance. To guarantee that the finished
bridge’s geometric alignment complies with design specifications and that the structure’s
internal forces reach the optimal state, strict construction control must be applied in the
construction process [12]. The suspension bridge’s cable shape control has always been
the focus of attention due to the difficulty of constructional control. As a suspension
bridge’s primary load-bearing component, it is difficult to alter the alignment once it has
been erected. The erection error of the free cable shape will have a substantial impact on
subsequent construction stages. Therefore, when erecting the main cable, it is essential to
guarantee the shape’s precision to the greatest extent possible [13], and there should be
a control and evaluation standard for its error. To match the ideal state to the maximum
extent, the free cable shape needs to rely on reliable calculation parameters and accurate
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calculation methods, coupled with strict manufacturing and construction quality control.
This paper reviews the current status of research on the control of the suspension bridge’s
main cable shape from three aspects: main cable shape-finding, construction control
technology, and control analysis. The current research’s shortcomings are summarized,
and the future development directions of this field are discussed.

2. The Development of the Shape-Finding Calculation Theory for Main Cables

The process of determining the main cable’s initial shape in accordance with the
requirements of the internal and external force balance is commonly known as shape-
finding [14–16], which is the prerequisite for controlling the main cable shape. Since the
main cable has prominent nonlinear characteristics, determining its shape becomes a key
and difficult aspect of its structural analysis. The calculating theory for the suspension
bridge’s main cable shape has undergone a protracted development phase. Many investi-
gators have devoted their studies to this hot topic and have accumulated many calculation
methods. Generally speaking, the calculation methods of the suspension bridge’s cable
shape can be divided into the analytical approach and the finite element method [17]. The
current related research mainly focuses on the optimization of calculation methods and
refined analysis.

2.1. Analytical Methods

If the weight of the cable is uniformly distributed across its span, the cable will align
parabolically and will have a constant horizontal component force [18] (i.e., the parabolic
theory of shape-finding of the main cable). The aforementioned theory ignores the cable’s
weight distribution along the cable curve, which is only applicable to bridges with a small
span. To overcome the limitations of the parabolic theory, several studies were carried
out by numerous academics, and then the segmental linear method [19], the segmental
parabolic method [20], and the segmental catenary method (SCM) [21] were proposed.
Additionally, the above methods have been summarized in Ref. [21], and the comparison
accuracy and application scope of the above calculation methods for the bridge completion
state of the main cable were presented through examples.

(1) The optimization of calculation methods

The spatial cable suspension bridge and three-tower suspension bridge make the tra-
ditional calculation method face new challenges. Therefore, some scholars have proposed a
new calculation method based on the traditional SCM to analyze the shape-finding problem
of space cables and multi-span main cables. Consider the problem where the coupling effect
between the space cable and the boom makes the main cable form-finding complex and
difficult to converge. Zheng et al. [22] employed the least-squares method with Marquardt
correction to solve the linear calculation of spatial cable plane suspension bridges. This
method was easy to converge and had high precision, but it was only applicable to the
case where the hanger is only inclined in the transverse direction of the bridge. To solve
the above problem, Wu et al. [23] also derived the bridge alignment analytical formula
of the spatial special-shaped main cable, considering the coupling effect of the spatial
main cable and hanger, which can consider the case where the hanger is inclined in both
the longitudinal and transverse directions. In addition, considering the particularity of
the main cable form finding of the three-tower suspension bridge, a three-tower space
cable shape-finding algorithm with an unequal main span on the basis of the SCM was
developed by Zhang et al. [17]. As shown in the calculation flowchart of Figure 1, the main
span, secondary main span, side span, and anchor span were solved and analyzed in turn.
The control equations equal to the number of basic unknowns were established using the
equilibrium conditions of geometric compatibility and force, and the appropriate values of
basic unknowns were evaluated.
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Figure 1. The main cable’s shape-finding flowchart.

It can be concluded from the above literature that the current analysis objects of main
cable shape-finding were mainly concentrated on unconventional spatial cables and multi-
tower suspension bridges, but the analysis method was still based on the traditional SCM.
Additionally, based on the SCM method, an analytical calculation method that captured
the coupling effect of the main cable-hanger-stiffening beam system was established by
Wang et al., [7] which can calculate the mechanical properties of the whole structure and
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the correlation of each component. Due to the poor convergence performance and the
low computational efficiency of the SCM, some scholars have proposed a new method for
the main cable shape-finding. The suspension bridge’s main cable shape was analyzed
by Deng et al. [24] by implementing a slope climbing method. The position and slope of
the main cable’s lowest point were then determined using the unified linear equations for
each cable section. The deformation compatibility condition was employed to construct
the corresponding equations, and the variation law of the main cable force’s horizontal
component force was then employed to solve them. Liu et al. [25] developed a novel
coordinate system approach based on the overall mechanical analysis to assess the self-
anchored suspension bridge’s cable shape, which had a good convergence speed and
calculation accuracy. This methodology took the main cable as a whole for stress analysis.
It was assumed that the original cable shape would be a straight line; the reaction forces
were calculated, and then the iteration process calculations were carried out. After that, a
modified force density method [26] was suggested for determining the main cable’s shape,
and the structural balancing equation was exploited to evaluate the coordinates of the main
cable nodes. The method had stable convergence and a high computational efficiency.

At present, the shape-finding calculation has high calculation accuracy, which can
meet the engineering requirements, and the calculation efficiency attracted more and more
attention. Therefore, some scholars have greatly improved on the computational efficiency
by introducing intelligent optimization algorithms with the help of the powerful com-
puting power of computers. An improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) algorithm
proposed by Chen et al. [27] can be exploited for the calculation of the main cable shape sub-
jected to various initial values, complex boundaries, and load conditions. The developed
methodology was able to solve the difficulty of the initial value setting and the calculation
convergence of the traditional Newton-Raphson method. The computational efficiencies
of four different methods, namely, genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), GA-PSO, and IPSO, were also compared. Figure 2 presents that IPSO has a higher
computational accuracy and efficiency than other ones. Cao et al. [28,29] also established
two efficient shape-finding methods, namely, the explicit analytical iteration method and
the enhanced particle swarm optimization (EPSO). The harmony search (HS), GA, PSO, and
the proposed EPSO are the four approaches that are being compared in Figure 3 for their
computational effectiveness. Commonly, the EPSO is the most effective strategy, saving
more than 60% in computing time when compared to the other three approaches.
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(2) The refined analysis

However, most of the above studies did not consider the influence of the geometric
relationship between the saddle and the main cable on the main cable shape. An accurate
analysis of the tangent relationship between the saddle and the main cable is necessary for
shape-finding. Therefore, a novel approach for computing the suspension bridge’s saddle
pre-deviation was proposed by Wang et al. [30]. This method modified the stress-free cable
length by taking into account the influence of various tangent points, non-contact segments,
and cable-saddle friction. Finally, the method’s reliability was verified via the model test.
By considering the saddle’s impact on the length of the main cable, the main cable curve
correction algorithm at the saddle was derived by Gao et al. [31] from the perspective
of the geometric relationship. To this end, the obtained binary nonlinear equations were
analyzed via the Newton-Raphson method. Luo et al. [32] developed a high-precision
calculation method for the finished bridge alignment of the pinned cable clip suspension
bridge. The main cable and hanger’s stress-free length were precisely analyzed using this
approach, which considered the tangent contact condition and the friction impact between
the main cable and the saddle, as well as the influence of the clamp on the main cable
and hanger. By utilizing the dichotomy method, Deng et al. [33] proposed an enhanced
algorithm that had great convergence for locating the saddle position of a composite curve.
Additionally, a methodology [34] was established for addressing the suspension bridge’s
target configuration while taking the saddle effect into account. The method introduced
the geometric equations of the main cable and the saddle into the SCM to solve the shape
of the main cable, and the flow chart of the calculation method is shown in Figure 4.

In summary, the special mechanical properties made the spatial cable suspension
bridge and the multi-tower suspension bridge become the hot research objects of the main
cable shape-finding. The SCM and its derivative methods are the mainstream methods
for shape-finding. In order to derive the recursive relationship between linear parameters,
specific prerequisites, such as mechanical balance and geometric compatibility, are essential.
At the same time, there are also some new methods different from the SCM, which enrich
the means of main cable shape-finding. The introduction of an intelligent optimization
algorithm in the shape-finding process can greatly improve computational efficiency. By
introducing the geometric relationship and the physical relationship between the saddle
and the main cable into the piecewise catenary equation, the main cable shape-finding
calculation system was more accurate and perfect.
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2.2. Finite Element Method (FEM)

With the continuous development of computer applications in engineering calcula-
tions, a nonlinear FEM based on the strict mathematical formula derivation and finite
displacement theory was produced. The cable element and tangent stiffness matrix are
the basis of the FEM. At present, there are three main approaches to simulate cable ele-
ments: rod element [35], multi-node curved cable element [36], and two-node catenary
element [37,38]. The rod element method divides the cable into many hinged rod elements
to simulate the curvy shape of the cable. This approach not only has a low calculation
accuracy, but it also cannot capture the actual cable shape well. Due to a large number of
nodes, the program processing of the multi-node curved element method is multifaceted,
and obtaining the explicit stiffness matrix is challenging. The catenary element approach,
which has few nodes and can simulate any stress level and length of the suspension cable
with high accuracy, can be utilized to assess the explicit stiffness matrix. As a result, this
element has emerged as the top option for the shape-finding calculations of the main
cable of suspension bridges [39]. Since the catenary element was first used to simulate the
suspension cable catenary, many investigators have improved and refined the catenary
approach, and have exploited that in the analysis of the suspension bridge’s cable.

(1) The optimization of calculation methods

The tangential stiffness matrix of the catenary cable element was derived from
the exact analytical formula to obtain the cable shape and node force. The geometric
state and internal force state of the whole cable could be determined using the known
stress-free length and node coordinates, thus simplifying the shape-finding analysis of
the cable structure.
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The target configurations under dead loads (TCUD) methodology originally defined
by Kim et al. [40] is a classical method for shape-finding of the main cable of a suspension
bridge, which uses the target configuration of the structure under dead loads to solve the
linear equilibrium equation of the cable element, with the node coordinates and the length
of the strain-free element as unknown quantities. Some scholars have solved the problem
where the determination of the main cable shape of the self-anchored suspension bridge
is affected by the axial deformation of the bridge tower and the beam by improving the
TCUD method [16,41], and later it has been extended to solve the main cable shape of the
3D suspension bridge [42].

Sun et al. [43] established the equilibrium equation of each segment force of the main
cable and comprehended the 3D cable’s shape-finding by employing the coordinate and
matrix iteration approach. Furthermore, formulations of geometrically nonlinear total
Lagrangian-based FEM [44] that can be applied to 3D and 2D cables were displayed. A
representative application revealed that this approach was successful in both static and
transient analyses.

Some scholars have also conducted a series of investigations to enhance computa-
tional efficiency. A nonlinear FEM and interaction matrix-based analysis methodology
was developed by Wang et al. [45], which was able to reasonably predict suspension
bridge shapes conveniently and efficiently. For the main cable system’s nonlinear anal-
ysis under the static action, Li et al. [46] established a catenary element. Based on the
accurate analytical expression of the elastic catenary, the element’s internal forces in each
direction, as well as the tangent stiffness matrix, were explicitly determined. The penalty
factor search algorithm was also introduced to improve on the calculation accuracy and
the convergence rate. Based on the elastic catenary theory, a novel method for determin-
ing the main cable’s shape of a suspension bridge was developed by Zhou et al. [47].
Through the application of this approach, the whole bridge structure was nonlinearly an-
alyzed, avoiding the complexities and mistakes of the traditional method’s assumptions
on boundary conditions, virtual restrictions, and the creation of equilibrium equations
for a single cable system. Zhu et al. [48] established a shape-finding approach for a
suspension bridge main cable based on a nonlinear FEM in the context of the Eulerian
description. Firstly, the control differential equation of the main cable in 3D space was
constructed by analyzing the cable as a whole, and then following the introduction of the
1D linear form function, the Newton iteration approach was implemented to evaluate
the main cable shape.

It can be seen that the optimization of the FEM based on the catenary element mostly
focuses on the shape-finding of the space cable. Even though complex nonlinear equations
are transformed into linearized equations in shape-finding calculations, iterative calcula-
tions are still required in the process of solving the element stiffness matrix, due to the
coupling of equations between the elements. Some new computational methods were
proposed to improve the efficiency of iterative computation, such as the penalty factor
search algorithm and whole mechanical analysis method.

(2) The refined analysis

It is worth mentioning that in all cases, the main cable should be tangential to the
saddle, and the tangent point is continually varying. The saddle directly restricts the
deformation of the main cable. The above research did not consider this problem. A
flexible iterative approach taking into account the slip effect between the main cable
and the saddle was developed by Chen et al. [49]. Firstly, the nonlinear equation was
linearized by the first-order Taylor expansion, and the numerical approach was exploited
to derive the catenary element’s tangent stiffness matrix. The Newton-Raphson method
was implemented to evaluate the finished main cable shape, free cable shape, and saddle
pre-deviation under dead load. It is crucial to realistically simulate the saddle in the
process of solving the main cable shape via FEM. The simplified approach exploited by
the majority of researchers involved simulating the tangent point and eccentricity of the
saddle with multiple rod units and rigid arms. Fan et al. [50] constructed a multi-node
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saddle element composed of five-rod elements to consider the movement of the saddle
and the change of the tangent position. As demonstrated in Figure 5a, the saddle is
composed of rod elements 1©~ 5©; 6© and 7© are the tower top, and the main cable’s
tangent points on the saddle are nodes 1 and 2. The saddle pushing process is simulated
by translating the coordinates of nodes 1~6. Xu [51] employed four beam elements
to simulate the saddle and pushing process. According to Figure 5b, the vertical and
horizontal forces produced by the main cable’s tension are transmitted to the tower top
by employing the straight bar elements with large axial stiffness between points 1 and 6
and between points 6 and 7, respectively. The main cable’s tangent points on the saddle
are 2 and 3. The simulation approach is the same as that provided in Ref. [50], and the
calculation’s precision is not particularly good. The main cable’s stress-free length in
the suspension section cannot be modified according to changes in the tangent point’s
position in relation to the saddle.
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To solve the above problem, a more accurate simulation methodology [52] for the
saddle was developed, as demonstrated in Figure 6. To simulate the saddle body, the
rigid beam elements were radially arranged along the saddle’s upper surface. A changing
range for the tangent point between the main saddle and the main cable was established in
the encryption area. The saddle top in the encryption area was linked to the main cable
using compression-only connections, which can simulate the separating state and how
their tangent point positions vary at each stage. Since the middle position of the saddle
was not separated from the cable at any time, a rigid connection was adopted. However,
this simulation method is too complicated.

Because the method of simulating the saddle by combining multiple rod elements
suffers from low calculation accuracy, some investigators proposed new element forms
to simulate the saddle. Luo et al. [53] first developed a saddle-cable element that can
automatically satisfy the two crucial conditions, namely, that the main cable is tangent to
the saddle and that the main cable’s stress-free length remains unchanged. The element can
easily simulate various saddles and pushing processes, and it had a high computational
efficiency and accuracy. However, it is only applicable to plane cable analysis. Qi [54]
proposed the saddle element, which can be implemented for the finite element calculations
of the plane or space cable suspension bridges.

From the above literature analysis, although the principle of simulating a cable saddle
structure via a rod element is simple, the modeling process is complex and the accuracy
is insufficient. The cable saddle element can efficiently analyze the influence of the cable
saddle on the main cable, and the calculation accuracy is better than that of the rod element.
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2.3. The Combined Method

The analytical method is simple and has a high computational efficiency and accuracy,
but it is only used to analyze the cable structure; while FEM can analyze the whole
suspension bridge, the computational amount is large and the accuracy is low. Considering
the respective characteristics of the analytical method and FEM, some academics have
suggested merging the two approaches to create an effective methodology for evaluating
the main cable’s shape [55,56]. The calculation principles of Refs. [55,56] are the same.
Firstly, the initial value of the hanger tension was given, and then the cable alignment
was solved through the analytical method. Then, the obtained cable alignment was input
into the finite element model of the whole bridge, together with the hanger tensions for
nonlinear analysis. The optimal hanger tensions were used as the convergence criterion to
determine the reasonable bridge state. The calculation process is shown in Figure 7.
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3. Construction Control Technology of the Main Cable
3.1. Construction Methods

The main cable construction approaches of a suspension bridge are the air spinning
(AS) and prefabricated parallel wire strand (PPWS) methods. The AS method takes the
steel wire as the traction unit, multiple wires are made into a strand in the catwalk, and
then multiple strands are bound to form the main cable. Different from the AS method,
the PPWS method takes the cable strand as the traction unit, and then strands are bound
to the main cable. The AS approach has been broadly utilized in the United States and
Europe, and the PPWS method has been extensively employed in Japan [57,58]. China has
mastered the PPWS erection technology [4] by referring to Japan.

(1) AS method

The study of the AS approach has had a long history in Europe and America, but
there are few practical engineering cases built in recent years, which leads to little relevant
information being available. Most suspension bridges in China are built on the basis of
the PPWS approach for the main cable erection, and there are few investigations on the
AS method. The Yang Baoshan Bridge completed in 2022 is the first bridge constructed
by China independently using the AS method, which is of great significance. The main
cable’s construction principle and the technology of the AS method for the Yang Baoshan
Bridge were reported by Liu et al. [59]. It was pointed out that as the main cable was
erected, the wire was released by the unreeling machine, and the constant tension of the
wire was adjusted by the tension tower. The steel wire was driven back and forth between
the two banks by a spinning wheel, thus carrying out wire erection operations. When
the spinning wheel reaches the strand shoe position on both sides, the workers pull the
steel wire out of the spinning wheel and hang it on the strand shoe, repeating the above
operation until the single strand was erected. The basic principle of erection has been
demonstrated in Figure 8. Since the 21st century, suspension bridges have been also rapidly
developed in Republic of Korea. Moon et al. [60] introduced some improvement measures
in the process of erecting the main cable using the AS method at the Yi Sun-Shin Bridge
in Republic of Korea, focusing on the improvement of the spinning wheel to effectively
avoid wire derailment during the erection process. To efficiently erect the main cable for
long-span suspension bridges, the AS and PPWS technologies and associated equipment
were currently being developed in Republic of Korea, based on a report by Kim et al. [5].
Kim et al. [61] briefly reported the erection methods and technical characteristics of five
types of suspension bridges in Republic of Korea.
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(2) PPWS method

PPWS is an approach of transporting prefabricated parallel high-strength steel wire
strands to the site for installation. The main procedures of the PPWS method have been
presented in Figure 9. Yoo et al. [62] reported the latest development and application of
high-strength prefabricated parallel steel wire in Republic of Korea. The development and
application process of high-strength PPWS strand were mainly introduced, including the
test results of the strand performance test. The production system of the PPWS was also
introduced, and the key points of its production equipment and production process were
expounded. Recently, a 1960 MPa grade steel wire cable strand [2] was created in China,
and it was successfully used on the Nansha Bridge. The excellent mechanical properties of
the strand were investigated through tests and numerical analysis.
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The AS and PPWS approaches have different characteristics. The suitable main cable
erection method should be selected based on the needs of the features of the construction
conditions, the main cable quality, construction period, and cost requirements. The charac-
teristics of these two main methods based on the analysis given in the literature have been
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of characteristics of two methods.

Item Compared AS Approach [57,59,63] PPWS Approach [57,58,62,64]

production on-site strand forming; steel wire needs joint length; steel
wire crossing is inevitable; quality is difficult to control

factory-production; uniform length;
controllable quality.

erection larger affected by weather; slower erection; no need for
large equipment; more temporary equipment

fast erection; large capacity requirements
for transport and traction equipment

forced condition
the small bending radius of the anchor head leads to

larger secondary stress; anchor connection
with the large and complex force

uniform cable force; small secondary
stress; simple anchor connection structure

3.2. Sag Control of Cable Strands

An important step in building the main cable is adjusting the strands’ sag. Controlling
the sag of the cable strand, regardless of the type of erection technique used, is essential
for maintaining control over the main cable shape. Particularly, China is experiencing
a period of tremendous development for suspension bridges, where many of the recent
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works on this subject have been carried out. Through literature surveys [57,64–66], the
general principles for the current adjustment of the sag of cable strands are summarized in
the following.

(1) Sag adjustment method

In installing the main cable, the first strand is usually exploited as the reference strand,
whose mid-span sag is controlled through absolute elevation. A strand other than the
reference strand is called a general strand, whose mid-span sag is controlled by the height
difference from the reference strand. The adjustment of each cable strand is carried out in
accordance with the principle of the main span first, then the side span, and finally, the
anchor span.

The core of sag adjustment calculation is aimed at determining the relationship equa-
tion between the adjustment of the unstressed cable length and the deviation of the sag,
which is called the cable adjustment formula here. Although the cable adjustment for-
mula [67,68] derived from the parabolic theory is easy to calculate, there are differences
between the parabola and the actual shape of the cable. Tan et al. [69] used catenary
theory to derive the cable adjustment formula and obtained accurate results. However,
the calculation is cumbersome and requires repeated iterations. Unlike the above deriva-
tion, Wang [70] utilized the strand adjustment formula obtained via data fitting to adjust
the reference strand of the Ying Wuzhou Yangtze River Bridge in China. An improved
approach for reference strand adjustment calculation was also proposed by Deng et al. [71].
The main cable shape equation was expanded using the Taylor formula at the targetfree
cable state. The relationship between the cable length adjustment and the mid-span vector
height variation was then obtained by solving the expanded equation. The method is easy
to calculate and is highly accurate.

The key to sag adjustment is to ensure the accuracy of the reference strand alignment.
In order to prevent the reference strand from being squeezed and become drooping by
the general strand in the later stage, some scholars have made special treatment of the
reference strand, such as the use of relative reference strands [72,73], adding strands that
are not part of the main cable as a reference [74], and canceling the sag adjustment step [75].
To reduce the error accumulation in the main cable erection of the Run Yang Bridge, Li
et al. [72] reported that when adjusting the general strands, the three rows of strands at the
bottom took the No. 1 strand as the reference, and when adjusting the sag of the remaining
strands, a strand that had been adjusted at the same row or at the outermost of the next row
was chosen as the reference. Then, the same approach was also exploited on Xi Houmen
Bridge [73]. This was conducted to solve the problem where the reference strand was
pressed by general strands in the later stage and could not be employed as a reference for
general strand erection. A ruler strand [74] in Figure 10, separated from the main strand,
was proposed as a reference for the alignment control of the main strand. Tang et al. [75]
invented a strands erection methodology based on multi-standard wires, which can locate
strands according to their marking points. Since the production accuracy of cable strands
was enhanced by setting multiple standard wires, it was only necessary to align the cable
strand mark points with the corresponding marks on the saddle during erection, and the
strand sag did not need to be adjusted.

(2) Environmental conditions for the sag adjustment

The precision of the main cable erection is greatly influenced by temperature [76].
According to the construction specifications [66] in China, the sag adjustment of cable
strand alignment should be carried out when the temperature becomes stable at night, and
when the wind force is less than level 5. The temperature stability condition is that the
temperature differences in the length direction and cross-section should not be greater than
2 ◦C and 1 ◦C, respectively.
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In the sag measurement process of the cable strand, environmental factors such as
temperature, wind, and rain lessen the measurement accuracy and efficiency, which directly
affect the erection quality of the cable strand. Although a variety of advanced measurement
techniques have been developed to enhance the measurement efficacy and accuracy, most of
them were first proposed for the structural health monitoring of the finished bridges [77,78].
Although advanced measurement techniques in the construction process are not common,
Huang et al. [74] proposed a general strands alignment measurement approach based on
the vision, and developed a vision-based sag measurement system, as demonstrated in
Figure 11. The actual height difference between the general strand and the reference strand
was obtained by collecting and analyzing the image data, and the field experiment verified
that the measurement error of this methodology is lower than 3 mm. However, the method
solved the problem where the elevation of the cable strand cannot be measured, or where
the accuracy is too poor in the strong wind environment [79], it is still affected by the
complex temperature field.
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(3) Allowable deviation of the sag adjustment

The adjustment quality of the cable strand sag directly affects the free cable shape. In
China, the construction specifications [66] require that the strand shape should be controlled
by the allowable deviation of mid-span elevation. The specific requirements have been
presented in Table 2.

The adjusting tolerance of the relative sag difference between the reference strand and
the general strands during the construction of the Minami Bisan-Seto Bridge in Japan was
±30 mm [57]. However, Birdsall suggested that this tolerance was too liberal, and perhaps
6 mm of deviation is acceptable [80]. Although the specification has clear requirements for
the erection accuracy of general strands, due to the complex factors affecting the erection
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accuracy of strands, the accuracy control of many projects has not yet adopted a unified
standard in China, and the specific statistics have been presented in Table 3.

Table 2. Precision requirements of strands erection.

Subjects Allowable Deviation
(mm)

strands elevation
reference strand

mid-span of the main span ±l/20,000

mid-span of side span ±l/10,000

upstream and downstream
elevation difference 10

general strands relative to reference strand −5~+10

Note: l = represents the distance between two adjacent saddle IP points; IP = stands for the theoretical intersection
points of the main cable at the saddle.

Table 3. Control standards for erection accuracy of various bridges.

Bridge Allowable Height Difference between
General Strands and Reference Strand

Runyang Bridge [72], Ma Anshan Bridge [81] 0~+5 mm

a self-anchored suspension bridge in China [82] 0~15 mm

Aizhai Bridge [83] −5 mm~+5 mm

Wu Fengshan Yangtze River Bridge [84] −5 mm~+10 mm

As for the erection of general strands, it is generally required to achieve the ideal state
of “half approaching, half separation” between adjacent strands. To reduce the mutual
interference between the strands in the erection process, and to alter the fuzzy requirements
of the above idea, some scholars have quantified the inter-strand distance.

The reference strand will be pressed by general strands, due to internal and external
temperature differences. During the erection of the Minami Bisan-Seto Bridge’s reference
strand in Japan [57], the height of the reference strand was raised compared with the
theoretical position according to experience, but no specific basis or numerical value was
given. When a suspension bridge was being built in Southwest China, the ideal state was
not achieved when the strands were erected according to the principle of “half approaching,
half separation”. To avoid the accumulation of errors, the second reference strand was
exploited in time [85]. In the erection of the strands of the Miaozui Yangtze River Bridge [86],
all the general strands were raised by 3 cm compared with the reference strand, to prevent
the compression of the reference strand. The inter-strand distance was quantified while
Jin Dong Bridge’s main cable was erected [65]. The inter-strand distance, denoted by d in
Figure 12, represents the difference between a circle’s diameter having an area equal to a
hexagon, and the vertical separation between the top and bottom borders of the hexagon.
During the erection of the strands of the Wu Fengshan Yangtze River Bridge [84], the
temperature difference of 0.5 ◦C determined how far the strands were spaced in the main
span’s center; that is, to ensure that the strands would not collide with each other over a
temperature range of 0.5 ◦C.

According to the literature analysis, currently, there are four methods for controlling
the inter-strand distance in the main cable erection process, as shown in Figure 13. The first
method is that the inter-strand distance is controlled according to the principle of “half
approaching, half separation”. Nevertheless, it is difficult to achieve due to the existence of
errors, and new reference strands must be added [85]. The second approach is to raise all
the strands to a particular height [57]. The third method is to lift all the general strands as
a whole to a specific height [86], and the fourth approach is to lift all the general strands
to a specific height over the adjacent layer [65,84]. From the above, there is no unified
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control or evaluation standard for cable erection. The main reason is that the cable erection
alignment is sensitive to error factors. Complex influencing factors and an irreversible
erection process make it difficult to form a unified and accurate control method.
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3.3. Other Control Technologies

Although strand manufacturing accuracy and overall quality can meet the require-
ments of cable shape control, there are some studies and attempts to improve the accuracy
of cable strand production and to simplify the manufacturing process. For this purpose,
Zhao et al. [87] invented an approach to control the manufacturing accuracy of cable strands
by using a ruler wire. This methodology exploited a ruler wire to measure the standard
wire in cable strands, which reduced the discreteness of deviation in the traditional pro-
duction process of standard wire between cable strands. However, this method is very
dependent on the standard wire, and once the standard wire deviates, it leads to more
serious consequences. Dan [88] developed a segmental suspension length measurement
method to control the length of the cable, that is, when the cable strand was suspended
freely, the length of the strand can be indirectly measured by controlling the alignment of
the suspended strand. This approach can eliminate the influence of the elastic modulus
and the steel wire diameter error on the stress-free cable length, and avoid the problem of
artificial tension in traditional methods. However, this method has high requirements for
manufacturing sites and is not used in practical engineering.
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Additionally, Wang et al. [89] suggested a novel lateral bracing-based method (LBM),
which solved the problem of 3D curved cable configuration transformation for spatial
suspension bridges. This is also the embodiment of advanced construction methods in the
main cable erection process.

To sum up, both the AS method and the PPWS method are focused on new technology,
new equipment, and high-strength materials. Although the characteristics of the AS and
PPWS methods are different, the adjustment of sag is the key to controlling the cable shape
in these two approaches. The improved cable adjustment formula makes the cable strand
erection calculation more efficient and accurate. The use of relative reference strands is the
mainstream method to ensure the quality of erection, but there are also interesting methods
such as the use of the ruler cable and mark method to erect cable strands, which enriches
the means of cable strand erection. The measurement method based on machine vision
undoubtedly provides a new idea for construction measurement. Although the relevant
specifications stipulate the deviation range of cable erection, the error control standards of
specific projects are still not uniform. However, quantifying the cable spacing to achieve
cable pre-lifting is a commonly used method in current projects, but the quantitative
values and control methods are different. In addition, the cable strand manufacturing and
temporary construction equipment were studied to ensure erection accuracy. The above
exploration undoubtedly promotes the development of the main cable shape control of
suspension bridges.

4. Construction Control Analysis of the Main Cable Shape

Different from other bridge types, the main cable shape cannot realize the design
alignment through the tracking adjustment of the construction stage. To ensure that the
main cable shape finally reaches the expectation, reliable calculation parameters, accurate
calculation methods, and strict construction quality control must be employed. The fol-
lowing is discussed from two aspects: parameter sensitivity analysis and the construction
process analysis method.

(1) Parameter sensitivity analysis

Parameter sensitivity analysis is a crucial approach to enhance construction control
accuracy, which can help engineers to accurately grasp the main factors affecting the main
cable shape and their influence degree. An analysis of the parameters influencing the main
cable’s condition on a self-anchored suspension bridge was performed by Sun et al., using
the finite element model [13]. The main cable configuration for various constructional
conditions at any temperature was evaluated by Zhang et al. [76], using an engineering
example. The average temperature sensitivity values for every hanging point elevation on
the main span cable in different constructional conditions are compared in Figure 14. The
obtained results reveal that the free cable’s temperature sensitivity value is higher than
the reference strand’s, and that it is similar to the finished bridge state’s, but the former is
marginally higher than the latter. Subsequently, the constructional factors of a three-tower
double-cable suspension bridge with two asymmetric main spans were analyzed using the
same method [90]. Further, Jia et al. [11] conducted parameter analysis on the triple-tower
suspension bridge’s static performance using a finite element model. Li [91] investigated
the effects of temperature, saddle location, and the main cable’s elastic modulus on the
free cable shape on basis of a highway-railway suspension bridge. The results showed
that the saddle mileage had a more significant influence than the saddle elevation on the
elevation of the main cable, and the main cable’s elastic modulus had a much bigger impact
on the middle span’s elevation compared with the side span. Additionally, under the
condition of free cables, the relationship between temperature, and the mid-span and side
span elevation was quite close.
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The parameter sensitivity analysis in the above literature is deterministic, that is,
when an input parameter has a small perturbation, the quantitative relationship between
the system output and the system input can be obtained. However, the randomness
analysis can more properly reflect the fundamental traits of the structure. Using the
quantitative findings from finite element analysis during the construction, Cho et al. [92]
quantified and evaluated the uncertainty of main cable stress and girder deflection in the
key construction stages of an illustrated suspension bridge, but did not analyze the main
cable shape. The uncertainty analysis of the main cable shape during the construction
period has not been reported. Most of the research focuses on the change law of the
structure in the finished bridge state [93,94].

(2) Construction process analysis method

The construction process analysis method can be divided into the FEM and analyt-
ical method. Based on the numerical iterations and FEM, a self-anchored suspension
bridge interactive analysis framework (Figure 15) was constructed by Wang et al. [95].
The framework was based on the stress-free assembly format (Figure 16), which avoids
reliance on the forward iteration calculation, and had a high computational efficiency
and good convergence. Any specific construction phase can be efficiently analyzed.
Li et al. [1] constructed a modified medium model to determine the suspension bridge
performance based on the complementary energy principle and variational calculus,
which can more thoroughly take into account the deformation of suspension bridges
during construction. In terms of construction process analysis, by using data-driven
design concepts and BIM authoring, Dang et al. [96] established a master digital model
of a suspension bridge, which integrated both the geometric and mechanical models of
the suspension bridge system. The geometric control and safety control of components
in the construction process can be realized.

In summary, compared with the traditional earth-anchored suspension bridge, the
self-anchored suspension bridge, the three-tower suspension bridge, and the road-rail
suspension bridge have special mechanical properties. At present, the parameter sensitivity
analysis of the main cable shape is mainly based on the above three bridge types. However,
the parameter sensitivity analysis for the main cable shape is essentially based on the
deterministic analysis of a single variable. The formation process of the error during
the main cable’s erection is basically the result of the combined action of multiple error
factors, but there are few investigations on the multi-factor coupling random analysis of
the main cable shape. The emergence of a new construction control analysis method can
efficiently and accurately complete the construction stage analysis. The introduction of
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BIM technology in the construction control analysis process can control the construction
process from three aspects: model interaction, data integration, and safety evaluation.
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5. Conclusions

The main cable erection and alignment control are the key problems in the construction
of the upper structure of the suspension bridge. The key points for controlling the main
cable shape include calculation theory, erection technology, and shape control. This paper
reviews the research progress in the main cable shape control, from the aspects of main
cable shape-finding, construction control technology, and construction control analysis.
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(1) Concerning the main cable shape-finding, both the analytical method and FEM
focus on spatial cable suspension bridges and three-tower suspension bridges, which have
special mechanical characteristics compared with traditional suspension bridges. Although
the SCM and its derivative methods are the mainstream methods for shape-finding, there
are also some new methods that are different from the SCM, which enrich the means of
main cable shape-finding. The introduction of an intelligent optimization algorithm in
the shape-finding process can greatly improve computational efficiency. By introducing
the geometric relationship and physical relationship between the saddle and the main
cable into the piecewise catenary equation, the main cable shape-finding calculation system
was more accurate and perfect. This is despite the complex nonlinear equations being
transformed into linearized equations in the shape-finding calculations via FEM, and
iterative calculations still being required in the process of solving the element stiffness
matrix due to the coupling of equations between the elements. The penalty factor search
algorithm and the whole mechanical analysis method can improve the computational
efficiency. Although the principle of simulating a cable saddle structure by a rod element is
simple, the modeling process is complex and the accuracy is insufficient. The cable saddle
element can efficiently analyze the influence of the cable saddle on the main cable, and the
calculation accuracy is better than that of the rod element. It is a good idea to combine the
analytical method with FEM to analyze the main cable shape, which can take advantage of
the respective advantages of the two methods.

The future research attentions are still focused on the application and improvement
of the existing calculation methods, particularly in the calculation efficiency and refined
analysis. However, these specific algorithms and elements are not extensively embedded in
analytical software that is commonly utilized in current engineering practice. A large number
of advanced calculation methodologies should be effectively applied to practical engineering.

(2) Regarding the construction control technology, the constructional approaches of
the main cable and the general principle of strand sag adjustment are summarized. Both
the AS method and the PPWS method are focused on new technology, new equipment,
and high-strength materials, which undoubtedly promote the rapid improvement of the
suspension bridge construction level. The improved cable adjustment formula makes the
cable strand erection calculation more efficient and accurate. The use of relative reference
strands is the mainstream method for ensuring the quality of erection, but there are also
interesting methods such as the use of the ruler cable and the mark method to erect cable
strands, which enriches the means of cable strand erection. The measurement method
based on machine vision undoubtedly provides a new idea for construction measurement.
Although the relevant specifications stipulate the deviation range of cable erection, the
error control standards of specific projects are still not uniform. However, quantifying the
cable spacing to achieve cable pre-lifting is a commonly used method in current projects,
but the quantitative values and control methods are different.

Exploring new approaches of cable strand erection with high efficiency, high precision,
and good anti-interference capability still represent the crucial directions of the future
research. Advanced measurement technology in the health monitoring of the operation
stage can be introduced into the construction stage. The current main cable construction
methodologies and control indexes are essentially empirical. The establishment of a unified
shape control and evaluation standard can enhance the construction quality and standardize
the construction.

(3) In terms of the construction control analysis, the parameter sensitivity analysis of
the main cable shape is mainly aimed at the self-anchored suspension bridge, the three-
tower suspension bridge, and the road-rail suspension bridge. However, the main cable
shape’s parameter sensitivity analysis is primarily based on the deterministic analysis
of a single factor, and then the research should focus on multi-factor coupling random
analysis. The emergence of the new construction control analysis method can efficiently
and accurately complete the construction stage analysis, and especially the introduction
of BIM technology in the construction control analysis process, which can monitor the
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construction process from three aspects: model interaction, data integration, and safety
evaluation. It is of great significance to develop an intelligent control analysis system
involving multiple factors and the full process.
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